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Reflecting current industrial applications and programming practice, this book lays a foundation
that supports the multi-threaded style of programming and high-reliability requirements of
embedded software. Using a non-product specific approach and a programming (versus
hardware) perspective, it focuses on the 32-bit protected mode processors and on C as the
dominant programming language--with coverage of Assembly and how it can be used in
conjunction with, and support of, C. Features an abundance of examples in C and an
accompanying CD-ROM with software tools. Data Representation. Getting the Most Out of C. A
Programmer's View of Computer Organization. Mixing C and Assembly. Input/Output
Programming. Concurrent Software. Scheduling. Memory Management. Shared Memory.
System Initialization. For Computer Scientists, Computer Engineers, and Electrical Engineers
involved with embedded software applications.

"Lewis's writing is clear, and he presents topics in a logical, easy-to-follow order.... I liked this
book a lot." -- BYTE.com, April 29, 2002,From the Back CoverFundamentals of Embedded
Software: Where C and Assembly Meet is a refreshing alternative to the traditional sophomore
text on computer organization and assembly language programming. The text approaches
assembly the way it is commonly used in practice¾to implement small, fast, or special-purpose
routines called from a main program written in a high-level language such as C. By using an
embedded software context, the text introduces multi-threaded programming, preemptive and
non-preemptive systems, shared resources, and scheduling, thus providing a solid foundation
for subsequent courses on operating systems, real-time systems, networking, and
microprocessor-based design.The text will help you:appreciate the often overlooked
consequences and limitations of binary representation.implement fast real-number arithmetic
using fixed-point reals instead of floating-point.reinforce your comprehension of scope,
parameter passing, recursion, and memory allocation.employ features of C (such as bit-
manipulation and variant access) commonly used in embedded software.write functions in Intel
x86 protected mode assembly to be called from C.estimate maximum data rate and latency for
various styles of I/O programming.manage multiple threads, shared resources, and critical
sections.develop programming practices that avoid priority inversions, deadlocks, and shared
memory problems.Fundamentals of Embedded Software: Where C and Assembly Meet comes
with a CD-ROM containing all the software tools needed to build simple stand-alone embedded
applications on an ordinary Pentium-class PC: a C compiler, assembler, linker, boot loader,
library, and both preemptive and non-preemptive real-time kernels. Also included are major
portions of the source code for a number of programming assignments found in an appendix of
the text.About the AuthorDaniel W. Lewis received his BSEE from Ga. Tech in 1968, and his MS,



Engineer's, and PhD degrees in EE from Syracuse in 1972, 1974, and 1975, respectively. He is
now the Chair of the Computer Engineering department at Santa Clara University in Silicon
Valley, California where he has been since 1975.Read more
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Yacoub Elziq, “A Practical Approach to Assembly Language Programming. I have been teaching
X86 assembly language for 6 years as an undergraduate course in Computer Engineering in
San Jose State University. The students have been always concerned about the value of this
course after graduation. Many have the false perception that learning assembly is no longer
needed since most of our programming is done nowadays with high level languages. Last
semester I introduced assembly language as a tool to program embedded systems and I used
the first few chapters of this book to demonstrate to students the fact that 98% of processors
sold are embedded. As a result, most students selected their class project based on one of the
embedded examples shown in this book. For students who needed more X86 details, I referred
them to a complementary text book. But, for those who needed to understand the fundamental
link between c/C++ and assembly, this book was very helpful. I would recommend this book for
Juniors or Seniors who would like to have a better understanding of the high level and assembly
language interface. To maximize the effectiveness of this book, I recommend the use of more
complex real-life design examples, the use of commercial Assemblers, and more emphasis
needs to be given for embedding assembly into high level language and vice versa.”

Tung, “A very good book. I love this book because:1- Very effective description on how to use C
to interface to the Hardware environment that an embedded programmer has to deal with
everday. Most of the book on C somehow just gloss over this area.2- A fundamental introduction
to real time OS and its potential problems in an embedded systems. The readers might want to
check out the book "An Embedded Software Primer" by David Simon for more detailed
treatment on this subject.3- Its 11 programming excercices using the PC to practice what you
learn in the book. This is very useful in building your confidence in the subject matters. You
don't have to buy any kits to do the excercices.Here is the thing that might give you trouble: Intel
Assembly language.This is a small book, 266 pages. It seems the author chose to trim down the
section on Intel architecture & its assembly language to keep the book small. I went to the book
website (this is another plus) and it looks like the author is using Intel manuals as the companion
for this book to fill in the details on the Intel architecture.If you are a student, having to digest all
of this materials (plus other classes) in one quarter, probably, you will have a hard time.
However, if you just want to:1- know how to do embedded programming using C2- know how
real time OS works and how to use it3- do some hands on excercises4- can afford to gloss over
the Intel architecture and not worrying about the grade.then this book is for you”

AZ, “The Devil Is in The Details. For a person who is familiar with programming, there is always a
dilemma of about "embedded systems programming". "Where do I start?" and "What do I need
to know?" are questions that haunted me. Now, I don't claim that this book, or any other book for
that matter, will teach me all I need to know about embedded systems. However, I found this



book rich of low level details that one tends to ignore at an abstract level of design. These are
details like system initialization and understanding boot loaders, which are often ignored at an
abstract level of treatment. They are details that are otherwise learned by hours of battling bugs
and talking to other programmers in person or in newsgroups.While the treatment is at a level of
undergraduate (sophomore) as the book states, I found the numerous examples refreshing and
interesting. There are a lot of details that I forgot and a lot that did not even exist when I was an
undergraduate!! Also the accompanying CD with its free software was very useful.At a first
glance, I was dismayed by the exclusive use of X86 assembly in addition to C. Later, I found this
to be a convenience considering the ease of finding PC's.It would have been nice if the book
had an accompanying "live" web page that points to relevant resources and has software
updates. It would be nice to have a sequel for this book which addresses bigger project using
CASE tools and using ARM or Mips tool flow as these are becoming more relevant in the area of
embedded systems.”

dust, “good deal. helpful book easy to read”

Rajkiran Shetty, “Four Stars. Great book”

The book by Daniel W. Lewis has a rating of  5 out of 3.2. 17 people have provided feedback.
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